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The THF criterion yields, on average, a total of 30 storm days in each 6-month WRF run, 22 which occupies about 20% of total winter days from November to March. Fig. S4 shows 23 the lag-composite of 2-8 day bandpass filtered meridional wind v at 850 hpa in CTRL 24 (left) and MEFS (right) from lag -2 day to lag +2. Lag 0 corresponds to peak values of 25 THF index when storms pass over the Kuroshio region. All the composited v fields were 26 normalized by the maximum northerly v amplitude near the storm center at lag -3 day in 27 CTRL and MEFS, respectively, so that the difference in storm evolution between CTRL 28 and MEFS can be clearly visualized. The composite reveals a clear eastward propagating 29 baroclinic wave pattern and it is evident that the wave intensifies more rapidly over the 30
Kuroshio extension in CTRL than in MEFS. The difference in the wave amplitude 31 growth between CTRL and MEFS is further illustrated in Fig. S5 that shows the 32 maximum normalized northerly v as a function of lag. These results corroborate the 33 finding shown in Fig. 4c&d of the main text that the synoptic baroclinic wave is about 34 25% stronger in CTRL than in MEFS, based on the storm-day composite of geopotential 35 height along the storm path indicated by the yellow dotted line in Fig. S4c&d . 36
Transient Eddy Energetic Analysis 37
Define ! = − as transient eddy temperature perturbations from climatological 38 temperature , the eddy temperature variance equation 35 can be used to diagnose eddy 39 available potential energy (EAPE): 40 It can be shown that the rate of change of eddy temperature variance described by 64
Eq. (S1) is dominated by three major terms 36, 37 : 65
where 1 st and 2 nd term on RHS represent baroclinic conversion that regulates the eddy 67 energy gain from mean available potential energy (MAPE) and conversion from EAPE to 68 eddy kinetic energy (EKE) 37 , respectively. We diagnosed Eq. (S2) by computing the eddy 69 variance tendency (the term on LHS), EAPE-to-EKE conversion (2 nd term on RHS) and 70 tendency term is also close to zero, the reduction in the diabatic conversion is mostly 77 balanced by a decrease in the EAPE-to-EKE conversion, resulting in weakened 78 cyclogenesis over the Kuroshio extension region. Further analysis shows that among all 79 the diabatic processes, reduction in latent heating is most significant, which alone 80 contributes to nearly 70% of the total reduction in the EAPE-to-EKE conversion. 81
Accumulated Storm Effect on Anomalous Equivalent Barotropic Circulation 82
A recent study shows that interannual-to-decadal variability in Aleutian Low sea-83 level pressure variability can be explained in large measure by an accumulated effect of 84 extreme winter storms 25 . Here we examine the extent to which the equivalent barotropic 85 circulation anomaly developed in the eastern North Pacific between CTRL and MEFS, as 86 shown in Fig. 3 , can be attributed to the difference in storm behavior between the two 87 experiments. Following the methodology described in Ma et al 25 , we first computed the 88 contribution of extreme storm events to sea-level pressure (SLP) and geo-potential height 89 at 500 hpa (Z500) by summing up the SLP and Z500 from the storm onset day to the 90 subsequent 3 days, i.e., from lag 0 to lag 3 days in CTRL and dividing them by the count 91 of all winter days. The definition of the storm onset days is the same as that described in 92 the Composite Analysis of Synoptic Storms, except that we used both the 70 th and 80 th 93 THF criteria. The former yields a total number of storm days (from lag 0 to 3 days) of 94 39% of the entire winter days in the ensemble of 10 CTRL runs, while the latter yields 95 30%. We then repeated the same calculation for SLP and Z500 in MEFS using the same 96 selected storm days. Fig. S7 shows the difference in SLP and Z500 between MEFS and 97 CTRL (MEFS-CTRL) using both the THF criteria. It is evident that both difference 98 patterns bears a noteworthy resemblance to the SLP and Z500 pattern in Fig. 3c . To 99 quantify the similarity between these patterns, we carried out a pattern correlation 100 analysis, revealing that about 79% (94%) of variance in the anomalous SLP shown in Fig.  101 3c can be explained by the storm accumulated pattern in Fig. 7S when using the 70 th 102 (80 th ) THF criterion. These results strongly suggest that the equivalent barotropic 103 circulation anomaly can be largely attributed to the accumulated storm effect. In 104 summary, the remote atmospheric response in the eastern North Pacific arises due in 105 large measure to the fact that the absence of mesoscale SST forcing in MEFS alters the 106 downstream development of the extreme storm events in CTRL, which in turn has an 107 accumulated effect on the large-scale atmospheric circulation. 108
Wilcoxon rank sum significance test 109
The significance test we used is a two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test. The main 110 reason for choosing this test is that rainfall distribution is non-gaussian and thus does not 111 satisfy the assumptions of the student t-test. The Wilcoxon rank sum test is a non-112 parametric test and has no requirement on the distribution 38, 39 . In applying this test, we 113 first calculated the de-correlation timescale of the analyzed variables to compute the 114 degrees of freedom of the time series. The e-folding autocorrelation timescale of 6-hourly 115 rainfall anomalies in our experiments is less than one-day (~ about 9 hours), suggesting 116 that daily mean rainfall time series provide independent data points. We then 117 concatenated the daily mean data from all 10 ensemble members at each grid point (1500 118 independent data points) and computed the daily mean rainfall distribution for each of the 119 experiments. Finally, the median values of the two distributions were tested to see if they 120 are significantly different based on the Wilcoxon rank sum test. 
, 2008 (A) and the lowpass-filtered SST on the same day using the Loess filter (B). The 148 difference between the two SSTs is shown in (C

